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Concert Programs Next Week
To Feature Merrill, Potter

Registration Dates
Announced For All Term

SAD Sack Sings Schindig Sat.

Nominees For MCA
Elections Tuesday

Browse Through The Library
In Your Spare Time—Fun

Junior Prom Scheduled For Friday, Memorial Gym

"Nine Girls," Second Full-Length Show Of Masque Season

Spring Vacation

A decision has been reached by the Board of Trustees to close Spring Break, which will extend from Friday afternoon, March 24 to Monday, April 2, Registration Day.

The second all-University semi-formal of the year will take place tomorrow evening, March 2, when the Class of 1946 presents its Junior Prom. The dance will be held in the Memorial Gym from 8 to 12, with music by the Men of the Air.

Each woman's dormitory will have its own theme. Some will have a Chinese theme and others baskets and bowls. Decorations will be made by committee from various houses, and the officers will act as judges.

Campus Calendar

Theorists have been discussing for years the age at which the tribe had so recently been influenced toward warfare. This was remarkable in the light of the fact that the tribe had so recently been influenced toward generally accepted religious beliefs, which were being used to explain the public's desire for violence. In his straightforward style, Blake Clark, who wrote the articles on advertising for the Reader's Digest, proposed a method which is being used to push the public into accepting the advertisers' point of view. The Advertising Sales System. by Blake Clark, who wrote the articles on advertising for the Reader's Digest, proposed a method which is being used to push the public into accepting the advertisers' point of view. The Advertising Sales System.
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Let's Have Action...

All right, you all Misters and Misses America, how are you going to settle this problem? What are you going to do about the foreign policy of the United States? Most of us know now that what the United States once called a policy has either been scrapped or put up for revision. What is going to happen to our investments in foreign countries now? Surely, as one of the Big 3 who are going to settle things and bring about a new alignment, you must have considered the largest number of other countries' futures. Without a clearly defined policy we can't have any hope of revision to offer other countries, regardless of our own problems and more frequent meetings of representatives of the great powers.

We must look out for our own interests and put forward workable plans for the future. It is one thing for us to try to keep our friends and then to consider our own problems. We are not just interested in our own country but have to consider the interests of every other country. Therefore, we must decide what we are going to do in the future and then put forward plans to carry it out.

Frost Club enjoys Classical Records; Makes Spring Plans

At the Wednesday evening meeting of the Frost Club, Emile Audin, a student of the Wagnerian studies at the City College, played a selection of recordings of the most famous symphonies and popular records and gave a running commentary on each piece. Registration was held on the Student Faculty Club, with the assistance of the Frost Club, which has been working with Mrs. John Klein and has recently completed a series of parties for April and May.

Erle Nichols spoke about the project which the Frost Club is sponsoring in conjunction with the Japanese Education Center. The center is planning a college dance with decorations and costumes from every country in the United States where women and men are working. The purpose of the dance is to interest high school students in continuing their education in colleges.

Frosh Follies — Spokes and pomegranates were served by the social committee. The punch was made by Ray Frankel and Ruth Bogner, chairman.
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Pensive Pete

By Sandy Adams

A recent study reports that the main drawback is widows and lists as the chief cause of the white hedge to the question of what is going on. If two perennials are, neither to the ladies, the problem of the continuity of the garden variety and they are significant.
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The setting of the play is in France
about the beginning of the last cen-
tury. The cast includes Lee Davis as
the Bishop, Charles Laranger as the
Covett, Fever Pence as the Persuse, the
Bishop's sister, Laurel Clement as
Marie, and Ted Cheney and Bob Char-
ter as gendarmes.

Lenten Vesper

The second Sunday evening Lenten
vespers will be held March 11, at the
Little Theatre this Sunday. All Mer-2
ch and Roland West will be the

Camera Supplies

Largest East of Boston
Development and Film
Come In To See Us

OUR SPECIALTY—EXQUISITE DIAMONDS
BOYD and NOYES, Jewelers
25 Hammond St.
Bangor, Me.

The University of Maine has
been admitted to membership in the National
Association of Schools of Social Work which aims to pro-
vide professional education in the pub-
lic interest. This university has been ad-
mited for one year to membership. The
association promotes the study and
public assistance under the direction of
professor of Sociology. Herbert D. Lannan, past president
of the American Sociological Society, is the
president of the association.

The Association, which has been
recognized as an accrediting agency
in the social services by the National
Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges and Universities, includes
members of the social work profession, a
new field of study, and a new role for
social workers.

The Association's student
organization is the National
Association of Students of Social
Welfare. The Association is
active in the fields of sociology,
psychology, and social work.

Keaney Invasion

Arts Students Asked To Meet
March 5, 6-8 P.M.

To meet the growing need for
students interested in a variety of
fields and interests, the University
of Maine has established a new
organization, the Association
of Arts Students. The organization
will be called the "Keaney
Invasion," named after the
University of Maine's
president, Dr. Martin J. Keaney.

The purpose of the Keaney
Invasion is to bring together
students from all over the
University of Maine to discuss
issues that affect them. The
organization will hold regular
meetings to discuss topics such
as student government, academic
issues, and social issues.
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Dr. Dow Conducts IRC Discussion

The foreign policy of Russia was under discussion at the last meeting of the International Relations Club, with Eduard F. Dow of the Bureau of American affairs as guest speaker. In the form of a round-table discussion, Dr. Dow asked the members for comments on such main issues as the future obstacles to peace from the Russian United States, and British points of view; what the aims of Russian foreign policy are, and to what extent Russia will cooperate to preserve peace.

At the next meeting of the club Dean Payson Smith will speak on "Education and the Peace."

For so far we have had quite a few chances so as to keep you all up with the standing of your class, here are some of the results.

As the first game, the Juniors whipped the Sophs 38-22, with McNeil high scorer with 12 points. The Freshman came in strong by a score of 30-27 when they played the Sophs and just got it with two-point lead when playing the Sophs, 15-20. High scorer was the Freshman with 10 points. Chipman and Austin were close behind with 10 each. The Freshman Blue beat the Sophs Blue 51-37. When the Freshmen Blue played the Sophs, the Sophs won them 78-71, and of the high score of the tournament so far, chalked up 22 points.

By War Stamps and Bonds

BRYANT'S JEWEL HOUSE
46 Main St.

The Travel Wise Stop at...

BANGOR HOUSE
229 Congress St.

Hilborn's Tailor Shop
CLEANING AND PRESSING
Specializing in Ladies' Garments and Drapery
No. 1 Mill St.

The Merrill Trust Company
Member Federal Reserve Bank
Young men and women will always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their financial affairs. Responsibility is reflected in a checking account and also in a factor in establishing credit and standing.
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Jym Jots

Much talk about the weather of late has been complained of. However, this is not the case as the weather has been mostly mild and pleasant. The days have been relatively cool and the nights have been comfortable. The wind has been light and the skies have been mostly clear. The temperature has been in the low 60s with occasional high 70s.

Pennsylvania Rabbi is Guest Speaker At Worship Service

Rabbi Allan Tarshish of Haifa, Pa., will be the guest speaker at the various Hillel groups that are in this area during the month of March. Rabbi Tarshish will spend the week here in Maine, lecturing to classes on Sunday morning. His topic for the Sunday Service will be "The Conquering American Destiny."

Rabbi Tarshish is a graduate of the University of Cincinnati and the Hebrew Union College, where he received his doctorate in 1939. Before accepting his present post as rabbi of Temple Beth Israel in Haifa, 1939, he served as rabbi in Orono, Maine, and Danville, Illinois.

MCA Elections -

(Continued from Page One)

For the past year Joan Potter served as chairman of the MCA's Social Commission. Margaret Spence was chairman last year of the Community Responsibility Commission. Joan Potter was chairman of the Sunday Church Service Committee. Carolin Cane was chairman of the student chapter organization which the freshman class held this fall.

The show will be held Friday at 2:15 in Room 12, the Assembly Hall. Committee chairs will be announced and plans for future meetings will be discussed. This meeting is open to everyone.

Joseph Orono -

(Continued from Page One)

Jed, as it would seem, the creed of which Brigham Young is the modern prophet. Castine taught them all the art of warfare, influenced the French into supplying arms, and did all but lead the actual attacks which terminated surrounding tribes. Orono's policy was to maintain peaceful relations with the settlers, and he was successful in this. In fact, when the Revolution broke out and other tribes were joining with the English, Orono and four others traveled to Cambridge, Massachusetts, to confer with the officers of the New England states. Through the Revolution, and perhaps on this same trip, Orono was entertained by the officers aboard some French frigates stationed at New Port, Rhode Island. He has been industriously improving for us we did him with spirits were conducted at Har-

BANGOR

Fighting moisture and fungus—communication's jungle emergencies
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